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Voorwoord
Een voor- of nawoord bij een proefschrift is meestal niet veel meer dan een opsomming
van kliches. De strekking is dat je een promotieonderzoek niet alleen doet en daarna
volgt een opsomming van mensen die in meer of mindere mate hebben bijgedragen aan
de totstandkoming van het proefschrift (vaak oneerbiedig aangeduid met "boekje").
Hoe gerechtvaardigd een dergelijke refiektie op de voorafgaande vierjaar ook mag zijn,
het lezen ervan is als het kijken naar een hollywoodfilm: je weet van begin tot eind
waar het naar toe gaat. Dat moet anders kunnen. Deze boude uitspraken geven de
lezer het volste recht om in dit voorwoord niet overspoeld te worden met kliches.
Dat dit proefschrift er nu ligt is terug te voeren op het feit dat ik me de afgelopen
jaren onder andere heb bezig gehouden met het bedrijven van wetenschap. Terwijl ik
daarmee bezig was, vroeg ik mezelf ook af, en doe dat nog steeds, in welke positie de
wetenschap zich in de Nederlandse samenleving bevindt en hoe deze zich ontwikkelt.
Ik zal proberen de lezer aan het denken te zetten over de recente veranderingen op het
gebied van wetenschapsbeleid. Uiteraard zal ik hierbij voorbeelden uit de Wageningse
hoek gebruiken om een en ander tastbaarder te maken.
Waar begintwetenschap? Het antwoord opdezevraagzoumoetenzijn: bijhet wetenschappelijk onderwijs, aan de universiteiten dus. Beleidsmakers in Zoetermeer denken
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daar echter iets anders over. Zij kwamen eind 1997 met het advies de universitaire
studies meer te laten aansluiten op het bedrijfsleven en de opleiding tot wetenschapper naar de achtergrond te schuiven. Met andere woorden: de universiteiten moeten
een deel van de taken van het hoger beroepsonderwijs overnemen. Dat Wageningen
daarmee voorop loopt blijkt bijvoorbeeld uit de doelstelling van de opleiding Bodem,
Water en Atmosfeer in de studiegids 1997-1998:
"De opleiding leidt op voor beroepen op het vlak van bodemkunde, hydrologie en meteorologie."
Zelfs bij een van de meest fundamentele studierichting Molekulaire Wetenschappen is
dit beleid al zichtbaar:
"Het doelvan het onderwijs in deeerste fase van de opleiding Moleculaire
Wetenschappen ishet geven van kennis van en inzicht in de fundamentele
fysische, chemische en biologischedisciplinesendebetekenis daarvan voor
het meer op de praktijk gerichte landbouwkundig en milieukundig onderzoek."
Een van de pogingen om het universitair onderzoek te struktureren was de instelling
van zogenaamde onderzoekscholen. De achterliggende gedachte is dat door samenwerking tussen verschillende onderzoekgroepen de kwaliteit van het onderzoek verhoogd
wordt. Omdezeonderzoekscholen leven inte blazenworden promovendi erbij ingedeeld.
Tot zover lijkt een en ander inderdaad tot kwaliteitsverbetering te kunnen leiden. In de
praktijk zie je iets heel anders gebeuren: de bestaande onderzoekgroepen blijven hun
eigen onderzoekslijn uitzetten en uitvoeren en deze wordt slechts op papier gekoppeld
aan de onderzoekschool. Gevolg is dat er op bestuurlijk vlak meer taken te verrichten
zijn, terwijl oponderzoeksvlak niet meer samenwerking plaatsvindt dan voor de oprichting van de onderzoekscholen. De bestuurstaken worden door wetenschappelijk personeel uitgevoerd wat leidt tot vermindering van onderzoekskapaciteit, zodat er sprake is
van burokratisering zonder kwaliteitsverbetering.
Op Europees nivo vindt een vergelijkbare burokratisering van het wetenschappelijk
onderzoek plaats. Daar worden universiteiten gemotiveerd gezamenlijk onderzoek uit
te voeren door het voorhouden van een geldbuidel; publikaties met auteurs van verschillende groepen leveren geld op. Deze politiek heeft zeker geleid tot meer gezamenlijke
publikaties, maar of dit ook meer samenwerking betekent is de vraag. Een voorbeeld
hiervan is hoofdstuk 5in dit proefschrift.
Een blijvend probleem voor universiteiten is de financiering van hun onderzoek. Momenteel hebben de universiteiten de mogelijkheid de financien uit de eerste geldstroom
te besteden aan vrij te kiezen onderzoeksonderwerpen. Daar moet volgens de overheid
verandering in komen: een vijfde van deze financiering zal besteed moeten worden aan
onderzoek binnen nader op te stellen industrieel relevante thema's. Hierin schuilt het
gevaar dat wetenschappelijk onderzoek zal moeten passen binnen een, door de industrie
algehanteerd, korte-termijnbeleid, zodat inieder gevallanglopende onderzoekprojekten
steeds minder voor zullen komen. In hetzelfde straatje past de oprichting van raden
van toezicht voor de universiteiten. Je zou verwachten dat een raad van toezicht wordt
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samengesteld uit vertegenwoordigers van verschillende maatschappelijke groeperingen.
Niets is echter minder waar, ze bestaat uitsluitend uit industrielen, waardoor ekonomische motieven zonder twijfel de bovenhand zullen voeren.
Een universiteit heeft bij eerste-geldstroomonderzoek nog een onafhankelijke positie,
maar dat wordt anders wanneer er sprake isvan derde-geldstroomonderzoek. Bedrijven
kiezen er voor om een deel van hun, vaak fundamentele, onderzoek uit te laten voeren
aan een universiteit. Hiermeebesparen zeniet alleen geld, maar hebben ook toegang tot
experts op het betreffende vakgebied. Doordat veel bedrijven bezuinigen op onderzoek,
zullen ze vaker met universiteiten samenwerken. Tot zover hoeft er geen probleem te
zijn, maar daar komt verandering in zodra het profijtbeginsel en de openbaarheid van
akademische kennis botsen. Het is al meer dan eens voorgekomen dat een universitaire
onderzoeker (lees aio) zijn werk niet, of pas jaren later, kon publiceren, omdat er een
mogelijk oktrooi in het geding was. Hier ligt een taak voor de universiteiten om daar
paal en perk aan te stellen.
Bovengenoemde punten vertegenwoordigen een grote skepsis ten aanzien van het
wetenschappelijk onderzoek in Nederland. Voorlopig lijkt het erop dat het onderzoek
de kant opgaat waar het meeste geld is te krijgen. Waarom? Geen rugge(n)graat.
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CHAPTER 0

Introduction
ABSTRACT

Inthis chapter Isupply thereader withbackground information onthecontents
of this thesis. In the first part, the different length scales in polymers are
introduced and a criterion for semi-flexibility is given. I discuss some basic
aspects ofpolymers near an interface where both experimental and theoretical
techniques are discussed. Finally, an outline of this thesis is given.

0.1. POLYMERS AND THEIR SEMI-FLEXIBILITY
In both chemistry and physics polymers are viewed upon in numerous ways. The
reason for this is at least twofold. Depending on the academic background of the
individual researcher, he or she has a bias towards the use of a certain model. An
organic chemist is likely to look at a polymer on an atomic level, denning it as a
collection of atoms, linked by different types of bonds to form a chain. On the other
hand, a condensed-matter physicist will view it as a line in D-dimensional space, where
its properties are defined in a more global way. These are,of course, only two examples
of the wide variety of different researchers, and their models, who look at polymers in a
certain way. Asecond reason fortheexistence ofthe different views isthewayoneuses a
certain polymeric system. It isoflittle useto describe a polymer quantum-mechanically
if oneis interested in the adsorption of a polymer to a liquid-liquid interface, although,
in principle, it would be possible. The title of this section already implies the use of a
certain model, and I will try to describe this model in somewhat more detail.
Basically, a polymer molecule is a chain consisting of a large number of repeating
units (monomers). I will restrict myself to homopolymers, containing only one type of
repeating unit. Furthermore, as long as no atomic detail is required, it is sufficient to
consider a polymer chain as a number of bonded segments, where one should note that
such a segment isnot necessarily an atom. It should be clear that a segment contains no
atomic detail, whereas a monomer does. When studying polymer adsorption, onehasto
consider at least the conformation and size ofthe polymer molecules. These important
features aredetermined by the interactions ofthe polymer with its environment, andby
intramolecular interactions. A widely used approach to describe the interactions with
the environment, not only in polymeric systems, is the so-called Bragg-Williams approximation, where the actual surrounding of a segment is replaced by a time-averaged
(or space-averaged) one. In polymer science this mean-field approach isgenerally known
as the Flory-Huggins theory [1,2]. A homopolymer chain can be characterised by the
number of bonds L, the bond length b, its radius of gyration i? g , and the persistence
length q (see fig. 0.1). The first two quantities require no further explanation, whereas
I will briefly introduce the latter two.
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FIGURE 0.1. Schematic representation of a homopolymer with its characteristic lengths.

In the presented picture of a polymer chain, one can describe its conformation by
L bond vectors {r^} = (ri,T2, • • •,r^,). I am not interested in the conformation of a
single chain at a given moment, but mainly in its average properties. A measure for
the average size of a polymer coil is its mean-square radius of gyration, R^, which is
denned as
(0.1.1)

^ = <S2>= 7£< S ?>'

where Sj denotes the distance of the centre of mass to segment j at a given moment,
and the angular brackets denote a time-average. For a random-flight chain the radius
of gyration is related to the frequently used end-to-end distance (B?)ll2 by
(0.1.2)

(S2) = \{R2)-

The stiffness ofa polymer chain, originatingfrom the orientational correlations between
bonds, is usually characterised by the persistence length. It can be viewed upon as the
distance along the chain to the point where the directional correlation with the starting
bond is onlyjust noticeable. Amore quantitative definition is the averaged sum of the
projections of all bond vectors r ; on the direction of the first bond vector:
(0.1.3)

«=ll>i-r<>-

With these definitions in mind, a polymer is denoted as semi-flexible if b<Cq -C Lb.
There exists a large number of polymers that can be considered to be semi-flexible.
This is related to the fact that, from a molecular point of view, there are numerous
ways to introduce semi-flexibility into a polymer. Not only the primary structure of a
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macromolecule, but also a more global one, or even secondary structures (e.g. helices),
can give rise to the formation of semi-flexible objects.

0.2. POLYMERS NEAR INTERFACES
The process of either accumulation or depletion of a substance near an interface
is called adsorption (depletion is usually referred to as negative adsorption). This
accumulation can eventually lead to the formation of a new macroscopic phase; this
process is then referred to as wetting. That the adsorption of polymers has many
applications in every day life, should be no surprise. I shall not attempt to give an
exhaustive overview of these applications, but restrict myself to list some examples
based on products and processes of the top-3 companies in the Dutch stock market
in table 0.1. This table just gives an idea about the wide variety of systems where
polymer adsorption plays a role. At Shell one adds poly(ethylene oxide) to Otto-fuel to
prevent carbon deposition on valves and pistons. The same polymer is used by Unilever
in shampoo to prevent "jumpy" hair due to electrostatic repulsion by adsorbing it on
keratin in hair. In magnetic media, a polymer film is used to stabilise the magnetisable
particles.
TABLE 0.1. Examples of products and processes in which polymer adsorption
playsa key roleofthe top-3 (based on turnover in 1995) Dutch companies with
an Amsterdam Stock-Exchange quotation.

company

turnover 1995 product or process
in mln DFL
Koninklijke/Shell
175379 drilling, gas and oil recovery, composites, blends, fuel additives, lubricants
Unilever
79703 detergents, shampoo, food stabilisers,
fat replacers
Philips
64462 integrated circuits, television tubes,
magnetic media
This widespread "use" of polymer adsorption in industrial processes and products
makes it a popular object of both fundamental and applied study. An extensive overview
of both experimental and theoretical approaches isgiven by Fleer et al. [3]. In this monograph the emphasis is on equilibrium properties. The kinetics of polymer adsorption
are only slowly gaining the attention they deserve. One could say that the study of
the adsorption kinetics of polymers is still in its hobbledehoyhood. This means that
there is, as yet, no established way of tackling problems concerned with these kinetics.
Even worse, kinetic aspects are sometimes overlooked. Especially polymers which are
not flexible are of interest when studying adsorption kinetics. The stiffness of these
molecules gives rise to, e.g. slow reorientation processes which could play a role in their
behaviour near an interface.

3
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0.2.1. Semi-flexible polymers and adsorption experiments
Alargegroup ofsemi-flexible polymers isformed byhelix-forming macromolecules. It
isobvious that here not the molecular chain itself, but the helix structure has a certain
rigidity. A large number of biological molecules belongs to this class of semi-flexible
polymers. DNA,xanthan, schizophyllan, poly(7-benzyl-L-glutamate), and scleroglucan
arejust some examples.
Other macromolecules with "local" stiffness are proteins. Their strong internal structure with high energy barriers makes reorientation and reconformation processes slow.
Proteins are rather complex polymers because they consist of segments of a large number of different types. However, numerous properties are comparable to that of simpler
polymers. Especially denaturation of such proteins can strongly influence the kinetics
of their adsorption, leading to nonequilibrium adsorbed layers.
There exist numerous experimental techniques to study polymer adsorption, but
when it comes to its kinetics the range to choose from becomes limited. The reason
for this lies in the fact that one has to control the processes that could influence the
adsorption behaviour. It istherefore necessary to use well-defined transport conditions,
which leaves only a few methods. One of the remaining techniques to study adsorption
kinetics at a solid-liquid interface is reflectometry in a stagnation-point flow setup,
whichwasextensively described byDijt et al. [4,5]. Thebasicideabehind this technique
is that an adsorbing polymer changes the optical properties of the interfacial region.
This effect causes the reflectivity of the system to change, from which the adsorbed
amount can be determined. Because the transport of polymer from solution to the
stagnation point (at the interface) is exactly known, at least for an empty interface,
kinetic data can be gathered from the experiment.
0.2.2. Theoretical approach
Equilibrium. As mentioned before, for polymeric systems often the Bragg-Williams
approximation is used. This implies the use of the so-called mean-field assumption.
In the case of adsorption, the polymeric system of interest is inhomogeneous in at
least one direction, i.e. perpendicular to the interface. The densities of the different
components are now a function of position, which is not the case in the Flory-Huggins
theory. Calculating thermodynamic properties of such interfacial systems can be done
in several ways. The two theoretical approaches that I will discuss are both latticebased models, in which every segment is of the same size and a polymer molecule is
represented by a chain of connected segments. In the following I define a monomer to
consist of one segment.
The first type of model is the so-called density-functional theory, where a local free
energy density is introduced which, integrated over the total system, gives the total
free energy. For a simple binary monomeric system this free energy density has the
following continuous form
(0.2.1)

/(P V P)63
: r

= pinp+ (1- p)ln(l -p)+

Xp(l

- p)+ AX62(Vp)2,
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where p denotes the local reduced density (or volume fraction) of one of the components, bis the step length of the underlying lattice, and A is a lattice parameter; e.g. in
a simple cubic lattice A = 1/6. The Flory-Hugginsinteraction parameter x isa measure
for the energy difference between amonomexof-artrertain type surrounded by monomers
of its own type, and that^ofihe-sarne monomer surrounded by those of a different type.
Equation 0.2.1 can be derived starting from an Ising model (see, e.g. ref. 6 or chapter 1). Although the latter is a lattice theory, one can rewrite the equations to obtain
a continuous form of the free energy density function as given in eq. (0.2.1). The total
free energy can then be written in a functional form F[p(r),Vp(r)] =
JvdVf(p,Vp).
Minimisation of this functional with respect to p(r) yields an equilibrium reduced density profile and the corresponding total free energy. However, this minimisation can
only be carried out analytically if an approximation for the free energy density is used.
To this end an order parameter, W= p— pc, is introduced. Here pc denotes the critical reduced density for phase separation, which is 1/2 for a binary monomeric system.
The free energy density, f(p, Vp), is expanded with respect to this <&, which is known
as the Ginzburg-Landau expansion. The use of this expansion also implies that only
systems in the neighbourhood of the critical point can be studied this way. This approach can also be used for polymeric systems, and can in principle be extended to
multi-component systems. One of the complicating factors when describing polymer
systems with such a density-functional theory is the way chain connectivity has to be
introduced. Afraction of (1—l/N) segments per chain cannot be placed independently
on the lattice, which implies a non-local contribution to the conformational entropy of
the polymer. For a multi-component mixture of molecules with different chain lengths
Na eq. (0.2.1) should be rewritten, and becomes

where a and (5 denote molecules constituted of a- or /^-segments, and J^Qo denotes a
sum over all pairs of different segments. The Laplacians in this equation, except the one
in the logarithmic term, can in principle be rewritten as square gradients by applying
the divergence theorem, and by choosing a proper boundary of integration. It is clear
that both the expansion and the minimisation of eq. (0.2.2) are complex problems. An
analytical solution is in this case impossible, and even a numerical approach is difficult.
Another way to tackle polymer adsorption is the use of Markoff statistics [7] to
create all possible conformations of a test chain in an external field, generated by the
rest of the system of interest. In this method the external mean field is a functional
of the densities of all constituting components, which are in their turn functionals of
the external field. This interdependency between mean field and densities gives this
approach its name: self-consistent field (SCF) theory. The fixed point of a system can
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be found numerically and is denoted as the SCF solution. An SCF theory for polymer
adsorption was introduced by Scheutjens and Fleer [8,9].
Kinetics. Both theoretical approaches discussed above are equilibrium theories, which
do not reveal any information about the adsorption kinetics. For the kinetics, no
theoretical treatments of the same level are available. Most theoretical approaches
for polymer adsorption kinetics, focus on the processes near the interface, and do not
consider the limitations due to material transport to (or from) the interface (see e.g.
ref. 10). To include these transport properties a phenomenological approach is more
feasible. At least three different timescales are important in the kinetics: transport to
the interface, attachment, and spreading. The processes that occur near the interface
can be modelled by empirically "derived" equations. One of the ways to describe the
spreading of a polymer near an interface is by the "growing disk" model. Here, one
assumes that a polymer occupies a certain area aoat the interface on arrival (t = t'),
and subsequently growsaccording to a(t;t') = ao+a (1— exp(—(t — t')/rs)), where rs is
a characteristic time, and a the final area increase. This model can then be combined
with the transport equations to lead to expressions for the adsorption kinetics (see
chapters 4 and 5).
0.3. OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
In this thesis I employ both theoretical models and experiments to gain more insight
in the adsorption of semi-flexible and rodlike molecules. I start in chapter 1to explore
some consequences of chain flexibility for interfacial behaviour, with the emphasis on
the equilibrium adsorption of semi-flexible polymers at a liquid-liquid interface. An
SCF approach isapplied to a system consisting of two phase-separating monomeric liquids and a small amount of semi-flexible polymer chains, and systematically investigate
the influence of chain stiffness, chain length, and interfacial width on the adsorption
behaviour. Inchapter 11continuetostudy theequilibrium interfacial behaviour ofsemiflexible chains. The basisofthis study islaid in the preceding chapter, but now I extend
the system to a 3-phase system, for which wetting phenomena are discussed. Again,
stiffness and intermolecular interactions play an important role. After these "equilibrium" chapters I continue with kinetic experiments in chapter 3, which deals with a
systems where semi-flexibility of homopolymers influences the adsorption kinetics. I
consider the helix-forming polysaccharide xanthan adsorbing onto zirconium(IV)oxide,
where both pH and ionic strength are varied to control the flexibility of the polymer.
In this case a decrease of the ionic strength induces a helix-coil transition, which gives
rise to a coil conformation of the polymer. When xanthan adsorbs in its helical conformation, equilibration of the adsorbed layer is shown to be slow, and no plateau in the
kinetic adsorption curve is found, in contrast to the adsorption experiments with the
coiled molecule. Chapters 4 and 5 are mainly devoted to kinetic effects resulting from
the process of polymer spreading near an interface. As examples the adsorption kinetics of two proteins, immunoglobulin and savinase, onto silicon(IV)oxide are presented.
These proteins are believed to denaturate, at least partly, near the surface which gives
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CHAPTER 1

Semi-flexible polymers at a liquid-liquid
interface: self-consistent-field calculations
ABSTRACT

The adsorption of semi-flexible polymers at a liquid-liquid interface largely
differs from that at a solid surface. Thewidth oftheinterface isan additional
length scale intheproblem, makingthesystembehaviour particularly rich. We
consider twophase-separating monomeric liquids, CandD,anda polymer A^
which dissolves equally well in both liquids. We study this system in a selfconsistent-field model in the dilute regime. The stiffness of the polymer is
controlled by the use of a rotational isomeric state approach. We show that
the interfacial width £ (determined by the interaction parameter between the
two solvents), the persistence length q, and the chain length N are relevant
parameters in the adsorption behaviour. A key observation is that, while
keeping iV 1 / 2 /£ constant, theadsorbed amount goes through a minimum with
increasing q/£. An initial increase ofq/£ (q/£ < 1) effectively leads to a larger
coil size, leading toa decrease ofthe adsorbed amount. However, when q/t, 3>
1, alignment of parts of the polymer within the interfacial region occurs due
to the lack of entropic penalties. This alignment process induces an increase
of the adsorbed amount. These observations also have implications for the
ongoing discussion about the preferential adsorption in a mixture of flexible
and stiff polymers. In this discussion one should consider the effects of the
finite size ofthe interfacial region.
1.1. INTRODUCTION
The adsorption of macromolecules at liquid-liquid interfaces is of major importance
in a wide variety of relevant systems, ranging from food products to oil recovery. The
flexibility of a polymer should have an effect on its adsorption behaviour, but an a
priori statement about the precise nature of these effects can not be given from simple
considerations. Most theoretical adsorption studies on semi-flexible polymers consider
a solid surface, where the problems associated with the boundary condition usually do
not receive much attention. Monte Carlo simulations on a mixture of flexible and stiff
short chains show that the stiff chains near a Fresnel (i.e.infinitely sharp) interface are
most surface active [1,2]. On the other hand, using an analytical self-consistent-field
(SCF) theory, Wu et al. [3]report the opposite. The apparent conflict in these results
probably has its origin in the choice of the definition of the solid surface. In the former
an infinitely sharp interface isused, whereas in the latter case a fairly sharp but smooth
density profile is assumed.
In the present paper we like to take an alternative route to by-pass the problems
associated with a solid-liquid interface. By using a liquid-liquid interface, we not only
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circumvent theproblem ofan ad-hoc choiceofthe boundary condition, but are also able
to control the width of the interfacial region. We will use a numerical SCF theory to
study the behaviour of a polymer AN near an interface formed by the phase boundary
oftwomonomeric liquids. Byvarying the Flory-Hugginsinteraction parameter between
the two solvents, we are able to control the interfacial width. We apply a rotational
isomeric state (RIS) model to vary the stiffness of the polymer chain, and study its
influence on the adsorption behaviour. Other parameters in our calculations are chosen
such that the analysis ofthe adsorption process isrelatively easy. Wewillshow that the
interfacial width (to be defined below) is a relevant parameter, even when this width is
small. In particular we will concentrate on the interplay between this parameter and
the persistence length of the polymer. Obviously, the length of the polymer and the
solvent quality (effective adsorption energy) are additional parameters in the system.

1.2. THEORY
1.2.1. General formulation of the model
We consider a lattice model ofa three-component system, containing two monomeric
components, denoted by Cand D,and onepolymer J4.IV,where N denotes the numberof
constituting units. We choose the interaction parameters such that the two monomeric
components phase separate, creating a liquid-liquid interface at which polymer adsorption can occur. We examine the system not too far from its critical point, using the
interfacial width as a tuning parameter. However, we have to keep in mind that this
width must be substantially smaller than the system size to avoid finite-size effects. In
line with this, we will keep the overall polymer concentration low in order to minimise
the effect of added polymer on the interfacial width and on the location of the Gibbs
dividing plane. Adsorption from dilute solution will be limited to the Henry regime, i.e.
polymer overlap does not play a decisive role. Starting from the lattice model, there
are several ways to evaluate the properties of the system. We will discuss two possible
approaches: an analytical and a numerical mean-field theory. Wewill use the analytical
approach to describe the system without polymer, and the numerical one to account
for the presence of the polymer.
1.2.2. Analytical mean-field approach
As long as the polymer concentration is low, some characteristics of the system
can already be deduced from the properties of the binary mixture of the monomeric
components. These characteristics can be used to determine which parameters should
be varied to access interesting regions of the ternary system. We are interested in the
behaviour of this system beyond its critical point, i.e. it consists of a C-rich and a
.D-rich phase. We consider the system to be described by the exact Hamiltonian H,
leading to the probability distribution function
(1.2.1)

P

« « p ( - i ^
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The total Helmholtz energy (or free energy) of our system, expressed in terms of P is
given by
(1.2.2)

F = kBT f dAP\nP+

f dAPU,

where Arepresents the phase space ofthe system. Minimisation ofthis exact free energy
is not possible, but requires a variational approximation to the Boltzmann weight. We
consider a model system, described by a Hamiltonian HQ, and minimiseeq. (1.2.2) with
respect to the constituting parameters of the model system. The free energy is now
approximated by
(1.2.3)

F = kBT f dAP0InP0 + f dAP0H,

where Po ocexp(—Ho/h-sT). The exact free energy T is bound by the inequality [4]
(1.2.4)

T<F

= FQ +{H- Ho)o-

Here, F0 denotes the free energy of the model system and averaging is carried out with
respect to exp(—Tio/ksT).
An easy way to access the properties of a binary mixture is the use of an Ising model
(see, e.g. ref. 5). In appendix l.A a mean-field approximation of this model is discussed
and the relevant equations within this approach are given. For a system, not too far
from its critical point, the reduced density p of component D as a function of the
distance z from the interface is given by substitution of eq. into eq. (l.A.19), which
leads to

(1.2.5)

p ( z ) =

l+^/^_J)tanh|)

where the interfacial width, or bulk correlation length, is given by
(i,,,

£

.

^

.

In these equations b denotes the nearest-neighbour distance, \ ys the Flory-Huggins
interaction parameter, and Ai accounts for the relative number of nearest neighbours
of a segment in the direction of the reduced density gradient.
We will use the interfacial width from eq. (1.2.6) as a tuning parameter for the selfconsistent-field calculations, where polymer is incorporated into the system. In doing
this, wetake special care that the addition of a small amount of polymer to the system
does not change the interfacial width significantly. One should also bear in mind that
eq. (1.2.6) is only valid rather close to the critical point, i.e. x - 2 < l .
1.2.3. Numerical self-consistent-field theory
We used the self-consistent-field (SCF) formalism developed by Scheutjens and Fleer
(SF) [6, 7], which was originally set up to study polymer adsorption from dilute or
semi-dilute solution onto solid surfaces. We will only discuss some basic aspects of the
theory, and touch upon the assumptions made in it. Finally, we will mention some
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extensions to this theory, which make it suitable for the liquid-liquid interface system
in thepresence ofsemi-flexible polymer.
The SF SCF approach is a mean-field lattice theory, where only one of the three
spatial coordinates remains asavariable, whereas intheother directions density gradients areaveraged out. Oneshould bear in mind that this theory starts from the same
assumptions astheaforementioned mean-field approximation totheIsing model. However, noTaylor expansion ofthefree energy density isneeded. Therefore, thetheory is
especiallyvaluableawayfrom thecriticalpoint, butitcan alsobeusedintheneighbourhood ofthe critical point as long asthe correlation length does not exceed the system
size. In this SCFmodel a test molecule issituated inaone-dimensional potential field,
set up by the other components in the system. Allthe possible conformations ofthe
test molecule are generated using Markoff statistics, and these are weighted with the
local potential field. Appropriate normalisation leads to the composition profile ofthe
system. Thepotentialfieldisafunctional ofthe reduced density profile andthis profile
is, inturn, itself afunctional ofthe potential field. Thegoal ofthe SFSCFapproach is
to find a unique solution tothis problem, which involves thechoice ofproper boundary
conditions and constraints.
In the SF SCF theory all molecules are built up from equally sized segments and
are placed on a lattice. The lattice is composed of m parallel layers of thickness b,
where thelayers arenumbered i —1,2,...,m. Thelattice isfurthermore characterised
by so-called apriori step probabilities Ay, which give the relative number of contacts
of a segment in layer i with those in layer j . Obviously, Ay = 0 if \j —i\ > 1,and
S f e i ^ij = 1- We will usethe notation A0 for i = j ,and \± for \j — i\ —1. Forthe
calculation of the composition profile wedefine the local reduced density (in layer i)
for segment type x as px(i) = nx(i)/l, where nx(i) denotes the number of segments
of type x in layer i, and I is the number of sites in every layer. Wedenote molecule
related quantities byan index a. Thesegments constituting molecule a are numbered
s = 1,2,..., Na. Thelocal reduced density ofa segment type can also beexpressed in
terms ofthe local reduced density pa(i, s) ofsegment s ofmolecule a:

(1.2.7)

px(i) =Y^X ! P a ^ ' S)S°(S>x)'
Q

S= l

where 5a(s, x) isdefined asbeing unity ifsegment sofmolecule a isoftype x andzero
otherwise.
Weonly take into account nearest-neighbour interactions, which areaccounted forby
the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter \xy between segments x andy. The imposed
mean-field approximation causes the interactions within onelayer to be smeared out.
The potential energy ux{i) ofa segment inlayer i with respect tothebulk (inourcase
the C-rich phase) is thenby
(1-2.8)

ux(t) = U '(i) + kBT J2 X*y «ft,(0> - Py),
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where the angular brackets indicate the weighted average over layers i— 1,i, and i+1,
which is needed to account for the nearest-neighbour interactions. The first term in
eq. (1.2.8), u', is a Lagrange field to ensure that the total reduced density is constant,
i.e.
(1.2.9)

£ > * ( * ) = 1 Vi.
X

Next, we define the segment weighting factor Gx(i) = exp(—u x (i)/k-gT), which is just
a Boltzmann factor of the field for segment x. In order to account for chain connectivity
the end-segment distributions Ga(i,s\\) and Ga(i, s\Na) are introduced, defined as the
average statistical weight of all conformations with segment s in layer i and the first or
last segment, respectively, located anywhere in the system. They can be calculated by
a propagator scheme
(1.2.10a)

Ga{i, s|l) = Ga{i, s)(Ga{i, s - 1|1)>,

(1.2.10b)

Ga(i, s\Na) = Ga(i, s)(Ga(i, s + l\Na)),

where the angular brackets again indicate the weighted average over layers i — l,i, and
i + 1. This averaging ensures the chain connectivity.
In the original SF SCF approach a first-order Markoff approximation is used, which
is characterised by the so-called connectivity law
no-m
(1.2.11)

„ a Q\ n
pa{i,s) = Ca

Ga{i,s\l)Ga{i,s\Na)

,
Ga(i,s)
where Ca is a normalisation constant which, in an open system, is most conveniently
written as Ca —p^/Na. The free segment weighting factor for segment s in molecule a
is given by Ga(i,s) = YLxGx(i)8z(i, s). ^ ' s needed in the numerator of eq. (1.2.11) to
correct for double counting of the statistical weight of segment s.
The fundamental equations of the SF SCF approach, given above, set the stage for
our system. The presence of a liquid-liquid interface implies the following boundary
conditions

(1.2.12)

Px(0) = p,(l), Px(m+l) = px(m),

i.e. the system has reflecting boundaries on either side. One of the features which
is not described by the above equations is the chain stiffness. Introduction of this
property involves a change in the connectivity law from eq. (1.2.11) and requires another
propagator scheme (eq. (1.2.10)). In modelling association colloids, Leermakers et al.
implemented a rotational isomeric state (RIS) approach in the SCF theory to include
chain stiffness [8]. In this way local self-avoidance of the chains is accounted for, and
chain rigidity can be controlled by changing the energy difference Au t g between the
trans and the gauche states. Because no fundamental change in the theory occurs, we
will not give a full description of the implementation here but refer to the literature [8].
Basically, the RIS approach implies the use of third-order Markoff statistics in the SCF
theory. The exact implications of this approach to the chain stiffness will be discussed
in the next section.
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Our system consists of m = 300 lattice layers and the number of sites per layer
is conveniently chosen as / = 1. In planar systems, however, this latter choice is
irrelevant, because all quantities are calculated using densities and energies per site.
Because of the RIS model, it is convenient to use a tetrahedral lattice, which ensures
that the connectivity constraints are based on the same lattice as the nearest-neighbour
interactions [8]. The tetrahedral lattice is characterised by Ai = 1/4. The monomeric
component C is used as solvent and the total amount of D in the system is <9D = 150.
The bulk concentration of polymer AN ischosen to be pA — 10~5,which, in our case, is
in the dilute regime. The interaction parameters of the i4-segments with both liquids
are
XAC = XAD = 0 throughout the paper. This choice makes the system symmetric
for the polymer. The parameter XCD> simply denoted as x, should be chosen such as
to ensure a phase separation, and thus the presence of an interface. The critical point
of phase separation (PA,C,XC) is found by solving

where / is the Helmholtz free energy per site for a homogeneous system, which in the
random mixing approximation is for the ternary system given by (see eq. (l.A.ll))
(1.2.14) -L- = pcInpc + (1- Pc - PA)ln(l - pc - PA)
+ ^-lnpA+XPc(l - P c -PA)At the critical point pc,c = PD,C, SOthe solution of eq. (1.2.13) is
(1-2.15)

Xc= T^—,
Pc,c= ^ .
1 - pA
2
Because the polymer concentration is low, the total amount of solvent C is given by
6>c = 150 — 0(mpc), The exact value of &c is such that the Gibbs dividing plane is
located on the boundary of layers 150 and 151,which prevents lattice artifacts to play
a role. We define the distance from the interface as z = (i — 150.5)&.
1.2.4. Chain dimensions
The adsorption ofapolymer at aliquid-liquid interface willdepend onthe dimensions
of the polymer. Within a homopolymer at least two different length scales can be
distinguished. We will consider the end-to-end distance (i?2)1/2 and the persistence
length qas the relevant length scales. These quantities are defined in terms ofthe bond
vectors r^ and the number of bonds L as follows
(1.2.16)

(1.2.17)

</?> = £ ; x > •!•;>,

rag*"-*
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In appendix l.B we follow the same lines of argument as Yamakawa [9]to arrive at the
required expressions for the calculation of those length scales.
Weview a homopolymer asachain ofL bonds with identical bond lengths b and bond
angles 6between bond vectors r; and r^+i. The rotational angles are described withina
rotational isomeric state model, where the energy difference between the trans and the
gauche state is denoted by Awtg- For sufficiently long polymer chains the end-to-end
distance and the persistence length are then given by
(1.2.18)
(1.2.19)

(&U = L 6
fa

2

^l,

=b^±A,

where LJ= exp(—Autg/kBT). When calculating the two discussed length parameters,
we will use the number of segments Ninstead of L, which implies that NtaN— 1.

1.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main goal of our analysis of semi-flexible polymers nearaliquid-liquid interface
is torelate adsorption behaviour tothe three relevant length scales inthe system,
f, q,and (R2)1!2. To make the discussion more transparent all variables are made
dimensionless in the following way
(1.3.1)

i/b^i,

z/b^z,

qoo/b^qoo,

Autg

7-i£->Aut9.

knT

The stiffness of the polymer Aff is reflected in the persistence length q,which in the
RIS scheme is determined by the the energy difference Au tg . For large N this length
scale isgiven by eq. (1.2.19) and isplotted infig. 1.1. Itshould be noted that the
persistence length determined in this way may only be used as long as q^ <N.
The interfacial width £is mainly determined by the interaction between components
C and D, which, in the SCF approach, is reflected in the Flory-Huggins parameter \.
From the SCF calculations for a2-component system, £ is calculated from the slope of
the reduced density profile atz=0 (between layers m/2 and m/2 + 1) as follows
(1.3.2)

2{p(m/2 +1)- pc)£=p(m) - pc,

where pc is the reduced density atthe critical point. To show that £GL> as given by
eq. (1.2.6), does not deviate much from that determined from numerical SCF calculations, weplot both quantities infig.1.2. The fact that £SCF < CGL,even near the critical
point, iscaused by two effects. The first is that the slope dp/dz atz= 0isslightly
underestimated due to the finite width of a lattice layer. The second is that for large
£, i.e. close to the critical point, the number of lattice layers m should be increased to
ensure that p{m) = pb. Bearing these limitations in mind, the agreement between the
two quantities isquite satisfactory. Hence, we can vary the value of \ to obtain the
desired £.
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FIGURE 1.1. Persistence length for large N calculated with the rotational
isomeric state model using eq. (1.2.19).

FIGURE 1.2. Interfacial width as a function of x ~ Xo calculated with the
Ginzburg-Landau approximation (eq. (1.2.6)) and with the SF SCF model
(m = 300).
1.3.1. A d s o r b e d amount
From the composition profiles as calculated with the SF SCF theory, we can determine
the excess amount of polymer AN, which we shall call the adsorbed amount
(1.3.3)

©r=- / > > + £ PA«
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FIGURE 1.3. Adsorbed amount as a function of the ratio between the persistence length and the interfacial width for different values of £ at N = 100.
Note that the term p\m can only be used in a symmetrical system, and should be
replaced by two terms if the bulk densities are unequal in both phases. We will use
this adsorbed amount to compare the behaviour of our system for different values of
the length parameters.
Figure 1.3 depicts the adsorption of Ai00 for given values of £ as a function of the
ratio 5oo/£- The most remarkable feature extracted from these curves is the minimum
in 6>AXC, w m c n is located at q^ of order (but higher than) f. The occurrence of this
minimum can be understood in the following way. If <7oo/£ls small, the polymer behaves
(more or less) as a flexible coil, and adsorbs at the interface to reduce the unfavourable
C-D contacts. An increase of the persistence length causes the polymer dimension to
increase. This causes the exclusion of other polymer chains from the interface, which
leads to a decrease of the adsorbed amount. A further increase of q^ effectively changes
the polymer chains into stiff objects in comparison to the interfacial width, for which
the entropy loss upon adsorption becomes less, and they will align both to each other
and to the interface. This alignment causes the adsorbed amount to increase. The
levelling off of the curves at even higher q^ is due to the fact that there q^, 3> N, which
means that the chains are effectively rods.
The fact that the shape of the curves in fig. 1.3 changes with increasing interfacial
width is caused by our choice of parameters for the calculation. Here, we neglected
the effect of the third length scale, (i? 2 ) 1 / 2 , on the adsorption behaviour. Instead of
changing £, whilst keeping N constant, one could vary N in such a way that iV 1 / 2 /^
remains constant. The factor Nll2 stems from eq. (1.B.16), which states that (R2) oc N.
So, in this way we effectively keep the ratio of the end-to-end distance to the interfacial
width constant. One should bear in mind that this scheme is only valid for long (semi)flexible chains or, in other words, 1-C q^ <C N.
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FIGURE 1.4. Chain length dependence oftheadsorbed amount for <?oc/£= 1
and JVx/2/£ = 5/2.

Figure 1.4 shows the adsorbed amount as a function of chain length N, where we
kept <?oo/£ a n d N1!2/^ constant. Two important observations can be made. First, the
adsorbed amount remains positive for all N. This can be easily understood by the fact
that any third component inoursystem for which both C and D aregood solvents, will
decrease the number of unfavourable contacts between the monomeric solvents when
adsorbed. In other words, there is an effective adsorption energy. Secondly (and more
importantly), the additional adsorbed amount scales with Nll2 (for large iV), which
indicates that N is indeed the only remaining relevant parameter for the shape of the
adsorption curve if <?(»/£ and TV1/2/£ are fixed.
Having made these observations, weexpect that, when plotting 0^c as a function of
9oo/Cfor different values of N whilst keeping N1!2/^ constant, these curves should have
the same shape. That this is indeed the case is seen in fig. 1.5, where TV1/2/£ = 5/2.
This is even more clear when G^c is related to its value at the minimum of the curve
(or to any other point where q^, > 1and q^ < N). The latter procedure is equivalent
to comparing the (^-dependent adsorbed amount from fig. 1.5 to the TV-dependent
one plotted in fig. 1.4. For large N it is possible to rescale the adsorption curves as
6 > A 7 (6>OXC + vN112), where v = d&fc/dN for large N, and OeQxc is the extrapolation
of the adsorbed amount N —>• 0 from large N (seefig. 1.4). Figure 1.6 shows that there
is an almost perfect collapse of the curves on a "mastercurve" for the different chain
lengths as long as <7oo/£< 20. The deviation of thecurves beyond this point is obvious,
if one realises that the chain length is the limiting factor. The deviation occurs when
9oo > N, so the "real" shape of the adsorption curve can only be found for very large
iV. This observation can also be understood in terms of the fact that the adsorbed
amount for rods will be proportional to N, which is not the case for the semi-flexible
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FIGURE 1.5. Adsorbed amount for different chain lengths N with Nll2/£
5/2, again as function of<7oo/£e u i exc
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FlGURE 1.6. Relative adsorbed amount related to rmm at the minimum of the
curve. All data is taken from fig. 1.5.
objects as was concluded from fig. 1.4. In other words, we kept N1^2/^ fixed instead of

1.3.2. D e n s i t y profiles
The observations for the adsorbed amounts of AN can be further illustrated by taking
a closer look at the composition profiles. Figure 1.7 gives the reduced density profiles
of systems corresponding to points on the curve in fig. 1.5 for N = 100. Due to
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100
FIGURE 1.7. Reduced density profiles of AWo for £ = 4 at different values of
Autg, corresponding to q^ = 1.5,2.6,5.8,23,160,1200.

the symmetry of the system, it is sufficient to show only the positive part of the zaxis. Clearly, the transition from a semi-flexible to rodlike conformation of the polymer
chain is reflected in these profiles. One observes that by increasing the chain stiffness,
the polymer initially penetrates more into the solution, whereas PA decreases near the
interface. However, when the chains become rodlike, the density at z = 0 increases
again, indicating alignment with the interface. The small fraction of rodlike chains that
extend into the solution must do so over their full length. The decreases of the density
at intermediate distance from the interface for rodlike chains also implies alignment.
To visualise the penetration of the polymer into the solution, PA — PA ' S plotted in
fig. 1.8 as a function of z2. Both flexible and semi-flexible objects show a more or
less exponential decrease of the excess reduced density with the square of the distance
from the interface. This indicates a Gaussian distribution of the polymer around the
C-D phase boundary. Clearly, the reduced density profiles for the stiffer polymers
(Ait t g = 5.5 and Au t g = 7.5) differ only slightly from each other, which indicates that
the conformation of the molecules must be similar. This is what we expected, because
in both cases g^ > N, which means we are dealing with stiff polymers, where the one
characterised by Aw tg = 7.5 (i.e. qx = 1200) can be regarded as a rod. The kink in the
reduced density profile for these two stiff polymers at z « 50 originates from the fact
that modelling rodlike molecules on a lattice introduces artifacts. In this case, the use
of a RIS scheme on a tetrahedral lattice allows six orientations for a rod: one parallel
to the interface, one perpendicular to it, and four making an angle <3? = (7r — 0)/2,
where 6 is the tetrahedral bond angle. The kink presumably originates from the latter
four possible orientations. This conjecture is confirmed by similar calculations (not
shown) carried out on a cubic lattice and using second-order Markoff statistics. In

1.4.
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PA-PA

1 10"
FIGURE 1.8. Reduced density profiles of Aioo compared to the bulk reduced
density. Data as infig.1.7.
that case such a kink does not show up due to the absence of orientations other than
perpendicular and parallel to the interface.
The impact of the observed phenomena on the ongoing discussion about the question
which molecule is more surface active in a mixture of flexible and stiff polymers [1-3]
should be clear. In the Henry regime, as studied here, the adsorption in a mixture of
two types of polymer, differing in stiffness only, is an additive property. From fig. 1.3
we conclude that decreasing the interfacial width will eventually favour the adsorption
of the stiff polymer over a flexible one. However, figs. 1.3-1.6 make clear that the chainlength dependence on this preferential adsorption behaviour plays an important role. It
is evident that only rodlike polymers ofsufficient length at a given interfacial width will
show higher adsorbed amounts than their flexible counterpart. So,onecan imagine that
in a system where several types ofpolymer (only differing in chain stiffness) are present,
the precise associated length scales will be of major importance. This is the primary
reason that the observations made in literature about preferential adsorption in such
systems are sometimes contradicting [1-3]. We expect that preferential adsorption of
sufficiently long rodlike polymer chains will occur at both sharp and smooth interfaces.
Short rodlike polymers will only adsorb preferentially at sharp interfaces.
1.4.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the adsorption of semi-flexible polymers onto a liquid-liquid
interface is strongly influenced by the competition between the different length scales
in the system. Increasing the stiffness of a polymer chain gives rise to a minimum in
the adsorbed amount at a certain persistence length. This phenomenon originates from
the transition of the polymer from flexible to rodlike, but also depends on the width of
the interfacial region and the chain length. This observation is also of importance for
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preferential adsorption problems, where one is interested in whether astiff oraflexible
polymer ismorelikely to adsorb. Weshowed that ifonly onetype ofpolymer ispresent,
the adsorbed amount is very sensitive to different length parameters. This leads to the
key conclusion that especially the interfacial width should be taken into account when
studying adsorption of polymers with variable flexibility (or stiffness).

APPENDIX l.A. MEAN-FIELD ISING MODEL
To access the properties ofa binary mixture we start from anIsing model. We
choose the local composition variable Sj = 0,1 for asite occupied by either Cor D,
respectively. A composition profile is determined by averaging over this variable, thus
the local reduced density of D is given by
(l.A.l)

Pl

= (Sl).

If we only consider two-body interactions between the components, the exact Hamiltonian can be written asafunction of the local composition variablesf.

(1.A.2)

H=\Y,JiMl~-

where Jy is the net interaction between the Cand D component. Due to the coupling
between the sites, the partition function of this Hamiltonian is difficult to evaluate. As
a model system we choose one which only depends on single-site variables. The model
Hamiltonian can then be written in terms of the model parametersft
(1.A.3)

n0 = kBT^plSl.
i

The least upper bound tothe exact free energy T isfound byminimising F from
eq. (1.2.4) with respect to the parametersft. This upper bound isalso the best estimate
in the variational approach. The integration over phase space, / d A , isnow given by
r i i S i s } ' w n e r e {st} denotes the set ofpossible values fors,. Because ofboundary
conditions, the locally average compositions and, hence, ft may vary in space. We are
interested in a binary system beyond its critical point, where an interface exists, so that
such aspatial variation does indeed occur.
For the free energy and for the partition function of the model system we may write

(1.A.4)

F0=-kBT\nZ0,

Z0=H E 6 " " ' 5 ' = I I T ^ - '
l

{s,}

i

with pi —(1+e f t ) _ 1 . Averaging s*with respect to Po results in
(1.A.5)

(^)o= v

'„'-!>•<

=P

-
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The variable p will be used to describe the reduced density profile of our system. It is
easily shown that
(1.A.6)

(H - Ho) = \ Y, JiiPiiX ~ Pi)~ E &Piij

i

Substituting eqs. (l.A.4) and (l.A.6) in eq. (1.2.4) gives us the upper bound of the free
energy of the system
(1.A.7)

F = kBT J2 (U - Pi) l n ( ! - Pi) + AI" ft) + g] C - W
i

1 -

pi

^

ij

This equation is the generalisation of the free energy of a homogeneous system in the
random mixing approximation, i.e. the composition variable can vary in space. The
composition variables pican nowbe regarded asthe variational parameters to minimise
F with fixed overall composition. In fact one minimises G = F—^i P-Pi- In our system
an interface is present, which implies that pi varies in space. Minimisation is most
effectively done in the continuum limit since this will lead to differential equations
instead of finite difference equations.
Taking the continuum limit of eq. (l.A.7) is done by noting that
(1.A.8)

JijPi(l - Pj) = -Jij ((Pi - P])2 - p?- p)+2pt) .

We will change to a notation for a free energy per unit volume, which allows us to
convert pi—pj to a gradient. Weonly take into account nearest-neighbour interactions,
i.e. J^ is only non-zero if site i and j are adjacent. Doing this, we may write
(1.A.9)

(Pl - Pj) .-> bVp,

where b is the nearest-neighbour distance. Obviously, pi >-¥ p(r), which gives the
continuum version of eq. (l.A.7)
(1.A.10)

F = J d r (/ 0 (p(r)) + ^ | V p ( r ) | 2 ) ,

where f0(p) isdefined in eq. (l.A.11) and B = 2XixksT/b. Wechoose to use the FloryHuggins interaction parameter, here defined as x = 5*TrS i Jij> Vi- The parameter Ai
originates from the type of underlying lattice, and also appears in the self-consistentfield approach. It accounts for the relative number of nearest neighbours of a segment
in the direction of the reduced density gradient. For a tetrahedral lattice Ax = 1/4.
Equation (l.A.10) is also known as the square gradient approach, which was already
used by Van der Waals to describe the liquid-vapour interface [10]. However, it were
Cahn and Hilliard [11] who made this method "popular". The local part of the free
energy density is given by
(l.A.ll)

f0(p) - ^

(plnp + (1- p)ln(l - p)+Xp(l - p)) •

We now have the free energy as a functional of the local, average composition. We
can find the spatial variation in this by minimising F with respect to p(r) with the
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appropriate boundary conditions. Unfortunately, using eq. (LA.11) there is no analytical solution. However, near the critical point (p = 1/2), one can expand /o about
\P = p— 1/2, which gives
(1.A.12)

/ o

« _ ^ ^

2

+— -ln2+ x ^ - ^

This approach is known as the Ginzburg-Landau expansion of the free energy. Using
this approximation, we can write for the Helmholtz free energy
(1.A.13)

F = fdr (-^2 + ^
2

4

+ f |V!f'2

4

2

where constant terms in the integral are dropped, because they are irrelevant in finding
the minimum of F. Furthermore, we apply the constraint that the total composition
remains unchanged (i.e. Jp(r) is fixed). The coefficients in eq. (1.A.13) are given by
e= (2x - 4)kBT/b3 and c= 16kBT/(3b3).
We look for the minimisation of F for a system with an interface, such that
(1.A.14)

$^±% ifz-*±oo.

To this end, we apply calculus of variations [12] that minimises the functional
(1.A.15)

F= /"dr/O^Vtf)

with respect to all possible variations of ^(r). The function / which minimises F is
given in Einstein notation by
n Ai*n
[l AAb)
-

dF _df
dV(r)~ d*

d_ df _
drtd*n-"'

where >Fri = d^/dvi. This results in
(1.A.17)

-e!? + c ! f 3 - B V ¥ = 0

with the appropriate boundary conditions. Assuming the system to have its equilibrium
bulk values far away from the interface, it is easily seen that these composition values
are given by

(1.A.18)

&^±% = ±J-.

In the present system, a one-dimensional concentration variation •f'(z) is likely, and
d\P/dz = 0 at z -> ±oo. The solution of eq. (1.A.17) is then given by
(1.A.19)

<P(z) = W - t a n h ^ ,

where the interfacial width, or bulk correlation length, is given by
(1.A.20)

£=\/— =hlfz{-

